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Time is of the Essence  
 

On its face, this language sounds simple enough; someone wants their project done in a timely manner, right? 
Well, that may be the case, but that isn’t all that is at stake when you see a contract with Time is of the 
Essence in the language in the contract.   
 

 
As seen in many contracts these days, a Time is of 
the Essence clause has legal meaning and potentially 
severe consequences. Generally, failure to perform 
tasks outlined in the contract in the time frames 
spelled out may be a breach of the contract, but it 
may not be a material breach depending on the 
circumstances. The failure to meet such deadlines 
when a Time is of the Essence clause is included 
may result in a material breach of the contract and 
allows for immediate termination of a contract. 
Essentially, the insertion of this clause waives your 
rights to perform a contract in a reasonable amount 
of time in accordance with the standard of care. The 
standard contracts allow for time limits established 
in the contract to be waived for reasonable cause. 
 
More importantly, the damages that may be asserted 
with a breach of a Time is of the Essence clause can 
be far more significant. So, what happens when you 
breach such a clause? The answer varies from 
jurisdiction to jurisdiction, but the risk of greater 
damages is potentially increased regardless. The 
risks cannot be clearly quantified, but here are some 
examples of specific situations that may be familiar 
to help illustrate the potential for disputes that could 
arise in performing a design contract that contains 
such a clause: 
 
The contract contemplates a date when the design 
will be complete. You are working in a jurisdiction 
you have been working in for years, and permit 
drawings are generally approved within 60-90 days.  
 
 
 
 

While you are in the design process, the 
governmental entity responsible for that review has a 
complete change in personnel, and the process takes 
six months. You agreed to the dates in the contract 
based on history.  
 

1. An entity over which you have no control 
caused the delay without the provision, 
arguing that the time limit should be waived, 
as there was reasonable cause. With the 
provision, it’s anybody’s guess what a court 
will decide. 

2. During contract administration, you 
generally have a certain amount of time to 
review shop drawings and submittals. There 
is supposed to be a submittal schedule, which 
the contractor may not provide. If the 
submittals come in out of the expected order, 
or worse all at once on a Friday after 
construction has begun, is it reasonable to 
expect that you will be able to comply with 
the contract? Your arguments are much 
stronger in the absence of a Time is of the 
Essence clause. 

3. The contract anticipates a construction 
completion date. You are not the contractor 
and don’t have any control over how the 
contractor executes the contract. What are 
the ramifications for you, the design 
professional, if the project is not completed 
on time?   

 
 
 
 
 



There are no easy answers to these questions, but 
you should be aware of the potential liability 
consequences when you see this language in a 
proposed contract.   
 
Perhaps most importantly, there are potential 
coverage questions associated when Time is of the 
Essence language is included in contracts. Most 
professional liability policies exclude coverage for 
express warranties or guarantees, and there is an 
argument that can be made that the language, which 
the Court will construe, is a material provision and is 
also a guarantee. Additionally, the contractual 
liability exclusion allows design professionals to 
enter into contracts if they don’t create liability in 
the absence of the contract. When there is no written 
contract, your liability is tied to the common law and 
the standard of care.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

It is one of the most difficult tight ropes that design 
professional walk; the carriers understand the 
importance of written contracts and urge you to 
obtain them, but don’t want any terms and 
conditions that increase your common law liability 
exposure. In this world full of lawyers and contracts, 
balancing that can be a difficult feat.  
 
While exceeding the common law exposure is not 
likely to result in a complete declination of 
coverage, receiving an onerous Reservation of 
Rights letter before the facts are developed is 
anxiety producing and a difficult way to begin a 
claim.  
 
Understanding the terms that may give rise to such a 
letter, like a Time is of the Essence clause, is helpful 
in understanding and managing your risk. 
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Ames & Gough, as your insurance and risk management advisor, is providing this update to assist you in 
your risk management efforts. While insurance is a critical component of any risk management and risk 
financing plan, the most important thing your organization can do is to work to prevent or minimize losses 
before they occur. If you have any questions or need further information about this topic and related issues, 
please contact your Ames & Gough client executive.  
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